1.. Introduction   {#sec1}
==================

Electron diffraction (ED) allows the structural analysis of nanometre-sized samples of crystalline material. Since the maximal radiation dose is proportional to the sample volume, electron diffraction of organic and macromolecular compounds was long limited to two-dimensional samples (Unwin & Henderson, 1975[@bb61]; Hovmöller, 2017[@bb80]). In contrast to X-ray crystallography, the three domains, inorganic, organic and macromolecular electron crystallography, developed rather independently of each other (Vainshtein, 1964[@bb62]; Dorset, 1995[@bb11]; Kolb *et al.*, 2007[@bb39]; Glaeser *et al.*, 2007[@bb17]; Zou *et al.*, 2011[@bb73]). Physical and instrumental limitations, such as miniature sample size or dynamic scattering effects and lens distortions, affect data precision. However, several studies show that the model accuracy compares with that of X-ray structures (Weirich *et al.*, 1996[@bb66]; Mugnaioli & Kolb, 2014[@bb46]; Dorset, 1995[@bb11]; Palatinus *et al.*, 2017[@bb49]). Only about one and a half decades ago, electron diffraction of three-dimensional crystals was pioneered with automated diffraction tomography (ADT) and was further refined with rotation electron diffraction (RED; Kolb *et al.*, 2007[@bb39]; Zhang *et al.*, 2010[@bb72]; Gemmi *et al.*, 2015[@bb14]). Recently, single-crystal three-dimensional electron diffraction has also been applied to protein crystals by using the standard rotation method (Nederlof *et al.*, 2013[@bb48]; Hattne *et al.*, 2015[@bb20]; Yonekura *et al.*, 2015[@bb69]; Clabbers *et al.*, 2017[@bb7]). The only very recent use of integration software with profile fitting and scaling is indicative of the independent development of electron diffraction. These methods have been in use for decades in X-ray crystallography, improving the quality of diffraction intensities and their standard uncertainties, whilst enabling heuristic correction for systematic errors (Pflugrath, 1999[@bb53]; Leslie, 1999[@bb41]).

*DIALS* is a relatively new package for diffraction integration (Winter *et al.*, 2018[@bb68]) designed as an extensible toolkit for the implementation of algorithms relevant to diffraction data analysis. The core set of algorithms is presented as a suite of command-line programs that can be used following simple protocols to integrate data sets collected using the rotation method (Arndt & Wonacott, 1977[@bb1]). Many of these algorithms are implementations of tried and tested methods described in numerous publications over the past three decades (Bricogne, 1986*a* [@bb2], 1986*b* [@bb3]; Leslie, 1999[@bb41]; Kabsch, 2010[@bb36]). However, the toolkit design of *DIALS* facilitates the construction of new algorithms (Gildea *et al.*, 2014[@bb16]; Parkhurst *et al.*, 2016[@bb52] 2017[@bb51]). *DIALS* is an open-source project, allowing scientists from outside the core collaboration to contribute software or to use *DIALS* within their own projects.

To date, *DIALS* development has focused on macromolecular (MX) and chemical crystallography data sets and has been optimized for continuous-rotation data collected in fine slices using photon-counting detectors at synchrotron light sources. Despite this emphasis, with suitable modification of the parameters at certain steps, high-quality results have also been obtained for wide-sliced X-ray data sets recorded on CCD detectors (Keegan *et al.*, 2016[@bb37]; Khasnis *et al.*, 2016[@bb38]). The common fundamental assumption is that reciprocal-lattice points pass through the Ewald sphere by constant-velocity rotation around a single axis. No artificial restrictions on the diffraction geometry are imposed, allowing the modelling of diffraction experiments using a generic vectorial description (Waterman *et al.*, 2016[@bb65]). By default, two measurements, summation integration and three-dimensional profile fitting, are made for each reflection along with estimated errors (Winter *et al.*, 2018[@bb68]). The simplicity of this approach, avoiding the assumptions inherent in the details of any particular technique, means that *DIALS* is readily adapted for analysis beyond the original scope of its design.

A common feature shared between *DIALS* programs is the global modelling of an experiment, in which data are assumed to be complete before analysis begins. This has some advantages over the traditional approach of processing data by means of a moving window that passes over the complete data set in blocks of a local range of images. One is that the expensive step of integration can be performed with a high level of parallelism, as the experimental model is determined completely ahead of time. A second is that the programs can consider multiple experiments simultaneously without losing track of the connections between them. This feature has particular relevance to the global refinement of diffraction geometry, for which experiments may share some models (Waterman *et al.*, 2016[@bb65]), certain parameters may be constrained to shift together, or restraints may be applied between multiple crystal models. These features can be important for the analysis of electron diffraction data sets, for which determining accurate diffraction geometry may be challenging (Yun *et al.*, 2015[@bb71]), and current technology usually imposes the collection of incomplete wedges of data for each crystal. Here, we discuss the use of *DIALS* for the analysis of electron diffraction data that have been collected using the rotation method. As a motivational example, we describe the stages of data processing with reference to seven data sets collected at 200 keV from orthorhombic crystals of a dimeric form of hen egg-white lysozyme, as previously reported in Clabbers *et al.* (2017[@bb7]). These data sets are available online at <https://dx.doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1250447>.

2.. Methods and results   {#sec2}
=========================

2.1.. Image formats   {#sec2.1}
---------------------

The first stage in processing rotation data with *DIALS* is to import the images constituting the data set to form a DataBlock using the *dxtbx* library (Parkhurst *et al.*, 2014[@bb50]). This library contains format-reading classes for the majority of common file formats used in X-ray crystallography. The classes are arranged in a hierarchy from generic classes that contain code to read image data and construct an experimental model solely from metadata contained in the image headers to specific classes that may recognize a particular instrument and can override for incorrect or missing metadata. This feature is important for reading the file formats used in electron microscopy because current instruments usually do not transfer all of the information that is required to reconstruct the experimental geometry. There are three main approaches that can be taken to import electron diffraction data into *DIALS*.(i) Externally convert the native format into a format more common for MX. This is the usual approach adopted for data processing with other programs such as *MOSFLM* (Leslie & Powell, 2007[@bb43]) and *XDS* (Kabsch, 2010[@bb36]). For example, data sets have been converted to SMV (Hattne *et al.*, 2015[@bb20]), PCK (Clabbers *et al.*, 2017[@bb7]) or CBF images (Gruene *et al.*, 2018[@bb19]). Where external conversion programs exist, this has the advantage that no coding or understanding of the original file format is required by the user. Often, missing metadata can be supplied during the conversion so that the resulting images contain a proper description of the experiment and no additional overrides are required when importing the data set into *DIALS*. The same set of images can then also be used with other data-processing packages. However, the reliance on an external conversion tool has some drawbacks. There is the scope for errors when metadata are introduced manually during the conversion. The proliferation of conversion tools adds complication for the user and the fidelity of the conversion process must be checked. For example, image-export functions within microscope vendor-supplied software to common formats such as TIFF might not preserve the real pixel intensities, and this fact may not be clear to the user. Even when data are properly converted, the generic readers for standard MX formats may contain assumptions that are not appropriate for electron diffraction, such as the creation of a polarized beam model. Generic readers might also not allow the desired interpretation for sophisticated cases, such as splitting a data array for a multiple-panel detector model or defining masks for certain regions of images.(ii) Extend the *dxtbx* library to recognize native data formats. This approach entails writing a format class (typically a single, small Python module) to contribute to *dxtbx*, following the published description (Parkhurst *et al.*, 2014[@bb50]), and existing examples. This requires knowledge of the native data format and conventions used by *dxtbx*, as well as co­ordination with the *DIALS* developers. The advantage of investing this effort is that once included in the library, the native data format will be supported for all users with no additional conversion steps. In practice, however, where native formats lack the metadata describing the diffraction experiment, this will have to be supplied each time during data import, either by providing parameters at the command line or in a file in the PHIL format, a simple data-interchange format used within *cctbx* (Grosse-Kunstleve *et al.*, 2002[@bb18]). Appendix *A* [](#appa){ref-type="app"} contains an example of such a file. Format classes for native file types that have now been added to *dxtbx* include image stacks in the TIA Series Data (ESD) format used by software provided with Thermo Fisher (FEI) microscopes and image stacks in Gatan DM4 format.(iii) For local installations, testing or one-off developments for a particular data-processing problem it may be more appropriate to create a format class as a plugin rather than contributing to the *dxtbx* library. There is no difference in the procedure required to implement the class; the resulting Python module should simply be placed in a `.dxtbx` directory in the user's home area and this will automatically be picked up at runtime when required. Various plugins for electron diffraction are collected at <https://github.com/dials/dxtbx_ED_formats> and can be downloaded and modified freely.

The seven lysozyme data sets discussed here consist of diffraction images from a 1024 × 1024 pixel detector composed of a 2 × 2 array of Timepix quad detectors (Clabbers *et al.*, 2017[@bb7]). Large gaps between the Timepix quads are imposed by the form factor of each quad. For the original processing of these data by *XDS*, the images were converted into PCK format, in which pixel values were interpolated onto an orthogonal grid, with the gaps forming 'dead' areas of the image array. For processing with *DIALS* we chose a multiple-panel description instead (Parkhurst *et al.*, 2014[@bb50]). The images were converted to CBF (<https://strucbio.biologie.uni-konstanz.de/xdswiki/index.php/Timepix2cbf>) without interpretation of the gaps. We created a *dxtbx* format class specific for these images, which represents each quad as a separate panel of a composite detector. In this way, no interpolation is required because each panel has an independent position and orientation; thus, sub-pixel shifts and rotations can be represented precisely. The *dials.image_viewer* takes account of the relative position and orientation of independent panels and displays a composite image projected onto a viewing plane, as shown in Fig. 1[▸](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}.

A 512 × 512 pixel Timepix quad is an assembly of four abutting Timepix ASICs, each with 256 × 256 square, 55 µm pixels. However, the distance between two abutting Timepix ASICs is 350 µm, corresponding to a pitch for the abutting pixels that is about three times that of the other pixels. Since these pixels have a larger surface, they also have a higher probability of collecting more electrons. To correct for this non-uniformity, the conversion to CBF splits pixels with an *x* (and/or *y*) coordinate that equals 256 or 257 into three pixels that are 55 µm wide (or high). This results in 516 × 516 pixel frames with a discernible, six-pixel wide cross, in which the pixels have a gain that is about three times higher than that of the other pixels outside the cross. This was corrected by multiplying the counts of the unaffected pixels by a factor of three. As the Timepix detector is operated in electron-counting mode, the converted images therefore model a detector with Poisson response and a multiplicative gain of 3.0. This was recorded in the *dxtbx* format class so that the correct gain value would be used automatically, for example in the calculation of error estimates for integrated intensities.

2.2.. Spot finding   {#sec2.2}
--------------------

The spot-finding algorithm used in *DIALS* is rather sensitive to the detector gain. No automatic evaluation of the gain is performed prior to spot finding, although a value can be determined using the program *dials.estimate_gain*. This uses the mean and variance of pixels within a region of interest (Leslie, 2006[@bb42]) and may significantly underestimate the true gain for detectors that have a non-negligible point spread or corrections applied that reapportion signal between neighbouring pixels (Waterman & Evans, 2010[@bb64]). If the correct gain is known it is usual for this to be set by the format class used to import images. Otherwise, a suitable value should be passed to *dials.find_spots* for use by the spot-finding algorithm. In difficult cases it may be necessary to optimize the gain and other spot-finding parameters, the effects of which can be explored interactively using *dials.image_viewer*. For the seven example data sets discussed here we typically found that it was necessary to increase the sensitivity of spot finding and then reduce additional noise by using a global threshold. Appropriate spot-finding settings were determined manually for each data set separately. The effect of these settings for data set 1 is shown in Fig. 1[▸](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}.

2.3.. Experiment geometry   {#sec2.3}
---------------------------

The most substantial difference between the processing of rotation data from electron diffraction compared with X-ray diffraction lies in the modelling of the diffraction geometry. The short wavelength of an electron beam (0.02508 Å for 200 keV electrons compared with 1.0332 Å for 12 keV X-rays) implies a correspondingly large Ewald sphere, with a small 2θ scattering angle even for the highest resolution reflections.

The low diffraction angles imply that a large effective sample-to-detector distance is needed to magnify the diffraction pattern and achieve sufficient spatial separation between peaks. Large detectors are advantageous for crystallography because they allow the sample-to-detector distance to be increased, which both reduces diffuse background and improves the spatial separation of the peaks (Stanton, 1993[@bb59]). However, the detector distance is limited in a transmission electron microscope (TEM) by the largest possible magnification and the relatively small size of the detectors. Whilst the true camera position underneath the TEM column is always at a fixed distance, the effective detector distance is set by the projector lens system and does not correspond directly to a quantity that can be measured mechanically. Similar to an X-ray beamline, the sample-to-detector distance in a TEM is easily calibrated with reliable test crystals. However, inaccuracy in the recorded effective distance may be difficult to correct by the usual process of diffraction geometry refinement owing to the high correlation between unit-cell parameters and the detector distance when 2θ~max~ is small, in which case the Ewald sphere is almost invariant with respect to linear scale (see §[](#sec2.6){ref-type="sec"}2.6; Van Genderen *et al.*, 2016[@bb15]). In addition, imperfections in the lens system may introduce distortions in the recorded diffraction images. By disregarding such defects, which are discussed further in §[](#sec2.4){ref-type="sec"}2.4, the processing software ignores the lens system and models the experiment with an effective detector distance.

The relatively extreme geometry of electron diffraction is unfamiliar to many X-ray crystallographers. It is instructive to compare graphical schematics, such as Fig. 6 in Clabbers & Abrahams (2018[@bb6]) for the real-space geometry of the instruments and Fig. 2[▸](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} here, for a comparison of the Ewald construction in reciprocal space for the two cases.

Another potential source of inaccuracy in the initial model for the diffraction geometry arises because of the relatively poor characteristics of the sample-positioning stage of electron microscopes compared with X-ray goniometers for the purpose of rotation-method experiments. Improved setups are possible, but are not widely available (Yonekura *et al.*, 2015[@bb69]; Shi *et al.*, 2016[@bb58]). The rotation range per image is generally assumed to be constant and accurate. Instruments used for electron diffraction should therefore be well calibrated (Gemmi *et al.*, 2015[@bb14]). Small, smooth deviations from the expected rotation angle can then be modelled in *DIALS* as part of the scan-varying refinement of the crystal.

Generally, there may be uncertainty regarding the orientation of the rotation axis, the direction of rotation and the rotation range per image. Procedures have been developed to identify rotation-axis orientation for electron diffraction studies (Dorset, 1976[@bb10]; Kolb *et al.*, 2009[@bb40]); however, there is no implementation of an automated algorithm for this in *DIALS*. Nevertheless, for macromolecular samples there are a relatively large number of spots found throughout a data set and these can be used to obtain a reasonable estimate of the rotation-axis orientation in the plane of the detector by inspecting the images. This axis forms a line through the beam centre along which reflections have the widest reflecting range, and few reflections are found. As long as the initial estimate is good enough for successful indexing, the remaining error may be corrected by the geometry refinement procedure described in §[](#sec2.6){ref-type="sec"}2.6. The direction of rotation around the axis is more difficult to determine. For an X-ray experiment the curvature of the Ewald sphere makes the incorrect choice obvious, for example using a visual tool such as *dials.reciprocal_lattice_viewer* (Winter *et al.*, 2018[@bb68]). By contrast, the flatness of the Ewald sphere in electron diffraction ensures that either choice of handedness of rotation will produce regular reciprocal-lattice positions, as shown in Fig. 3[▸](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. If indexing is successful, it is likely to work either way. For any case where there is ambiguity, the inverse direction should also be tested and the results compared. The correct solution will have a lower r.m.s.d. for the angular residual between the predicted and observed positions of the reflections.

2.4.. Image distortion owing to lens effects   {#sec2.4}
----------------------------------------------

Image distortion is not unique to electron crystallography. In X-ray crystallography, geometrical distortions may be present owing to components of the detector system. A familiar example of these are spatial distortions introduced by the fibre-optic taper in a phosphor-taper CCD area detector (Stanton *et al.*, 1992[@bb60]). In this case, the distortion is a fixed property of the detector and it is usual for images to be corrected by manufacturer-supplied routines prior to analysis. Nevertheless, data-processing packages such as *XDS* have facilities for applying a distortion correction in the form of look-up tables. Even with the advent of hybrid pixel-array detectors, which have a direct coupling between the detector surface and the counting electronics, geometrical distortion may be used to correct for subpixel shifts and misorientations between the modules of the detector array. In electron crystallography, geometrical distortions of the detector are no less relevant, while there is the additional factor of the possibility of distortion of the diffraction pattern itself owing to effects of the electron optical system. Possible distortions include anisotropic magnification, where the diffraction pattern is elongated in one direction, transforming a circular powder pattern into an ellipse (Capitani *et al.*, 2006[@bb5]; Clabbers *et al.*, 2017[@bb7]). Care must be taken to investigate the presence of these effects in electron diffraction data sets and, as they are not mechanical properties of the instrument, it is necessary to recalibrate when instrument settings are changed.

Despite the fact that the distortion occurs in the direction of the scattered rays rather than as a property of the detector, it is reasonable to correct images using the same means as for other sources of distortion. Within *DIALS*, we implemented a similar mode for distortion correction as used in *XDS*. A pair of distortion maps encode the pixel offset across the detector for both the fast and slow directions. These maps are equal in size to the pixel array of the detector (for a multiple-panel detector the correction files encode a list of separate maps for each panel). No interpolation is performed during the application of the distortion maps. In principle, sharp changes to correct for shear defects would be possible; however, for the case of lens abberation the offset varies slowly over the face of the detector so that neighbouring values in the look-up table are similar. The distortion maps are applied during the conversion between detector pixel coordinates and virtual detector millimetre coordinates. During the transformation from millimetre coordinates to pixel coordinates, the uncorrected pixel coordinate is first calculated and the correction is applied to obtain the distortion-corrected pixel coordinate. Likewise, during the transformation from pixel coordinates to millimetre coordinates the reverse correction is first applied and the millimetre coordinate is calculated from the reverse corrected pixel coordinate.

Data sets 2--7 in our examples all showed a significant elliptical distortion, which was constant across these data sets. The parameters of this distortion were determined using a well known diffraction standard, as described previously (Clabbers *et al.*, 2017[@bb7]). The use of an independent standard for calibration is good practice that would become essential in the case where the sample of interest has an unknown unit cell. We extended the program *dials.generate_distortion_maps* to produce *X* and *Y* distortion maps for the four-panel detector model based on the known parameters. These maps were registered for each relevant data set during the *dials.import* step, after which they were loaded and applied automatically whenever required by *DIALS* programs.

2.5.. Indexing   {#sec2.5}
----------------

Provided that a sufficient number of strong spots have been collected (*cf.* §[](#sec2.2){ref-type="sec"}2.2), indexing of electron diffraction works with similar reliability as for X-ray diffraction data. Difficulties mostly arise from systematic errors such as the stability of the rotation axis and the often large variation in the oscillation width Δφ. The default method for determining the unit-cell basis vectors in the *dials.index* program is based on the three-dimensional FFT of found spot positions, which works well even when the scan consists of a relatively narrow wedge, as is typical for an electron diffraction data set. The program *dials.index* performs refinement of the initial solution; therefore the guidance listed in §[](#sec2.6){ref-type="sec"}2.6 for refinement of ED geometry is also relevant and it is possible to pass options for the *dials.refine* program into *dials.index* where required.

Unless a model space group was chosen by the user, the indexing results are presented with triclinic symmetry. The compatibility of other choices of Bravais lattice with the triclinic solution can be tested using the program *dials.refine_bravais_lattice* (Winter *et al.*, 2018[@bb68]; Sauter *et al.*, 2006[@bb57]). There is no difference in usage compared with X-ray data; however, for electron diffraction the results might be more difficult to interpret. In particular, the metric fit reported for each trial solution (Le Page, 1982[@bb81]) may be large (for example greater than 1°) even for a correct solution, whereas much smaller values are expected for good-quality X-ray data. The correlation coefficients between intensities related by symmetry operations of the lattice are affected by low multiplicity of the data and by factors that cause deviation from expected intensities such as dynamic diffraction. As a result, these are not as useful in deciding on the correct lattice as they are in X-ray experiments. The key criterion is then the r.m.s.d. between predictions and observations. A pool of solutions with r.m.s.d.s similar to the original triclinic solution are good candidates. Any solution resulting in a significant increase in r.m.s.d. is suggestive of an over-constrained lattice and should be discarded.

For six of the seven example data sets, indexing followed by the selection of an orthorhombic lattice was successful with default options apart from fixing some detector parameters, as described in §[](#sec2.6){ref-type="sec"}2.6. For data set 6 we additionally fixed the beam orientation parameters and provided the expected unit cell and a restraint to this target cell during refinement. This data set shows relatively poor diffraction. Rather few spots were successfully indexed and r.m.s.d.s between the predicted and observed rotation angles remained high after refinement (see Table 1[▸](#table1){ref-type="table"}). The action of both constraints and restraints help to stabilize and guide refinement in such difficult cases.

2.6.. Global refinement of the unit-cell and instrument parameters   {#sec2.6}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

Following indexing, the model for the diffraction experiment geometry is further refined. This consists of the joint refinement of global parameters, including the beam direction, the unit-cell parameters, the cell orientation and the detector position and orientation. The choice of refined parameters is left to the user, with the default set being appropriate for typical X-ray data sets. For details, see Waterman *et al.* (2016[@bb65]). The flexible geometry description and refinement procedures of software such as *XDS* or *DIALS* is of great importance in electron diffraction studies, where the initial geometry may be quite poor. The radius of convergence of these procedures is high enough to correct large errors, as long as the indexing of spots is correct. In common with X-ray data processing with *DIALS*, it is usual to first refine a 'static' model for the whole data set, in which parameters such as the crystal unit cell and orientation angles are not allowed to vary across the scan. The global refinement of a data set improves the stability of the refinement procedure. However, the geometry of an electron diffraction experiment raises particular issues that should be taken into account, especially if the data quality is limited by low-resolution diffraction for some or all of the scan or poor-quality spot centroids, or if the scan is an especially narrow wedge. In this section, we offer some practical advice for *DIALS* refinement tasks with challenging electron diffraction data.

It is more difficult to refine unit-cell parameters using electron diffraction data than using X-ray data. This is mainly caused by the weaker signal and the much smaller diffraction angles 2θ~max~ in electron diffraction.[1](#fn1){ref-type="fn"} A weak diffraction signal implies fewer diffraction spots and lower accuracies in determining their centroids, compromising the accuracy of the refinement. The small diffraction angle implies a low Ewald sphere curvature and a very high correlation between detector distance and a uniform unit-cell scale factor. In the limiting case the relative accuracy of the unit cell scales linearly with the relative accuracy of the detector-distance calibration. In cases where unit-cell imprecision does not prevent structure solution, the parameters can be adjusted during model refinement (Gruene *et al.*, 2018[@bb19]). Automatic options for performing this have recently been implemented in *REFMAC*5 (see §[](#sec2.10){ref-type="sec"}2.10).

The high level of correlation between parameters in diffraction geometry refinement problems has long been recognized. The method of eigenvalue filtering was proposed to allow refinement to proceed in such cases (Reeke, 1984[@bb55]; Bricogne, 1986*b* [@bb3]) by automatically selecting only those parameters, or linear combinations of parameters, that have the greatest effect at each step of refinement. This was deemed to be necessary at the time to refine crystal parameters using data from a single oscillation film. Within *DIALS*, all available data are used for a global refinement. This reduces correlations and provides a better determination for parameters when the scan range is wide; thus, the default behaviour is to refine the beam, crystal and detector parameters simultaneously, which works well for X-ray data. We have seen that when limited to a narrow wedge of data recorded with the geometry of the electron diffraction experiment, high correlations are again problematic. *DIALS* refinement does not use the eigenvalue-filtering method, but by default uses a Levenberg--Marquardt algorithm, which provides an alternative approach for dealing with near-singular least-squares problems. In practice, we find that this algorithm is robust even in the presence of very high parameter correlations. However, experience shows that the most challenging problems with electron diffraction geometry may need many steps before convergence is achieved, where this is defined as a negligible further reduction in r.m.s.d.s. For this reason, from *DIALS* v.1.8 the maximum number of iterations before refinement terminates has been raised to 100 from 20 for the Levenberg--Marquardt algorithm (the limit can always be adjusted by the user *via* the `max_iterations` parameter).

If a good estimate for the unit cell is available as prior knowledge, this can be incorporated into refinement by the use of restraints, tying the unit-cell model to an external target. Unit-cell restraints are currently available for static refinement of unit-cell models but not scan-varying refinement, as they were originally developed for XFEL serial crystallography where scan-varying refinement is irrelevant. The unit-cell parameterization in *DIALS* is expressed with reciprocal metrical matrix elements as parameters (Waterman *et al.*, 2016[@bb65]). However, for ease of use, restraints are specified in terms of the real-space cell, as shown by the example given in Appendix *A* [](#appa){ref-type="app"}. Each crystal included in refinement can add up to six restraint terms (for the triclinic case). Irrelevant restraints for unit-cell parameters that are already constrained by lattice symmetry are automatically excluded. Every restraint term adds a pseudo-observation to refinement. Taking the unit-cell parameter *a* as an example, the pseudo-observation term *R* ~*a*~ consists of the squared residual between this parameter and its target value *a* ~t~ with a weighting factor. In common with the real observations, the first derivatives of the pseudo-observations with respect to the refinable parameters (here arbitrarily denoted *p*) are also required for refinement by nonlinear least-squares methods,

In principle, statistical weighting could be achieved by setting the weights equal to the inverse variance of the target unit-cell parameter values. However, numerical uncertainties from refinement are known to be underestimated (Dauter & Wlodawer, 2015[@bb8]). For X-ray diffraction refinement we usually try values between σ ≃ 0.001 for qualitatively 'strong' restraints and σ ≃ 0.1 for 'weak' restraints, monitoring the effect on the refined r.m.s.d.s. In the electron diffraction case setting even very weak restraints to a target cell can avoid issues with the unit cell and detector distance drifting when these are refined simultaneously. Nevertheless, the high correlation between these parameters means that the problem of distinguishing between cell volume and detector distance remains salient, and indeed the unit cell can be driven towards a target cell of incorrect volume with a minimal increase in refined r.m.s.d.s if the detector distance is also refined. It is generally advisable to accurately calibrate the effective detector distance prior to ED data collection and then to fix this during data processing. Other parameters that it may be prudent to fix include the detector τ~2~ and τ~3~ values, which describe rotations around axes in the plane of the detector, similar to *MOSFLM*'s TILT and TWIST. Joint refinement of these parameters along with the beam direction and detector translations within the detector plane can be unstable.

For six of the example data sets, fixing the detector distance, τ~2~ and τ~3~ gave acceptable results for joint refinement of the beam, crystal and detector in-plane translation and rotation parameters. For the more difficult case, data set 6, no additional parameters were fixed, but a restraint to the target cell as given in Appendix *A* [](#appa){ref-type="app"} was used. Only 139 reflections were available for refinement in this case after outlier rejection. The use of the restraint ensured that the refined cell remained reasonable. In particular, without the restraint the long axis dimension drifted to above 108 Å. Including the restraint increased the r.m.s.d.s in *X* and *Y* by less than 0.07 and 0.14 pixels, respectively, and had a negligible effect on the r.m.s.d. in the rotation angle, demonstrating a case in which this feature can be used to guide refinement without resulting in a model that stands in dispute with the centroid data.

2.7.. Scan-varying refinement of crystal and beam parameters   {#sec2.7}
--------------------------------------------------------------

In a typical use of *DIALS*, the global static model for a data set is used as a starting point for scan-varying refinement. As originally implemented (Waterman *et al.*, 2016[@bb65]), this was intended to capture changes to the crystal unit-cell and orientation parameters during data collection. These parameters were allowed to vary in a smooth manner by evenly distributing sample points across the scan and interpolating values at any one position using a Gaussian smoother. The beam and detector parameters could be jointly refined to global, static values alongside the scan-varying crystal.

The analysis of electron diffraction images raises a new issue in that instrument stability during the course of data collection cannot be simply assumed, as it is for MX data. In some cases, there is significant drift of the beam centre during data collection caused by instability of the alignment or charging effects. Previous methods to handle this involve procedures to identify the shift for each image and write out corrected images in which the beam centre remains constant, effectively describing the drift in terms of shifts of the detector (Wan *et al.*, 2013[@bb63]; Nederlof *et al.*, 2013[@bb48]; Hattne *et al.*, 2015[@bb20]). The procedures differ in the way that the beam centre is determined for each image. In the simplest case, the high scattering cross-section for electrons allows, for some instrumentation, the direct beam to be recorded simultaneously with diffraction spots, avoiding the need for a beam stop. When images are not corrected, software such as *MOSFLM* or *XDS* can be set to independently refine the beam centre for each image or within small blocks of images. The focus on global refinement in *DIALS* means that an alternative approach was sought. Beam drift in electron diffraction experiments, at least those collected by a continuous rotation protocol, appears to occur gradually. Therefore, it seems reasonable to assume that a smoothly varying model for the beam-direction vector would suffice to represent this effect. For small magnitudes of the total drift, the difference between correction by implicit detector shifts and modelling of a drifting beam will be negligible. For the purposes of ED data processing, we extended the scan-varying refinement methodology from crystal parameters to optionally also apply to the beam parameters; this is available from *DIALS* v.1.9 onwards.

The difficulties with refinement inherent to electron diffraction geometry are exacerbated during scan-varying refinement. Like static refinement, scan-varying refinement in *DIALS* is also global, in that data from the full rotation scan are used in a single optimization procedure. However, at any point in the scan the local values for the crystal unit cell, angular misset and potentially the beam direction parameters are dominated by the data close to that point. Spot centroids at rotation angles further from that point have a diminishing effect on the local model, controlled by a Gaussian smoother. While this allows the model to express genuine smooth changes, it reduces the stability of the refinement procedure. This has been seen in cases where a static crystal model allows global refinement of both the detector and crystal parameters to reasonable values, but scan-varying refinement of the crystal results in a drift of the average unit-cell volume and detector distance. Despite these observations, scan-varying refinement is still preferable to static refinement of the beam, crystal and detector models within local narrow wedges, which suffers even more from high parameter correlations. To stabilize a problematic scan-varying refinement task we must either restrain or constrain (fix) some parameters of the model. There is no automatic determination of a suitable parameterization for refinement in *dials.refine*. Diagnostics (see §[](#sec2.8){ref-type="sec"}2.8) may help to understand the details of a particular case and guide choices; however, ultimately the user must inspect the resulting models for reasonable geometry as well as the final r.m.s.d. values.

We performed scan-varying refinement prior to integration for the seven example data sets. A variety of protocols was tested, and the best was chosen for each data set according to merging statistics after scaling of that data set in isolation by *AIMLESS* (Evans & Murshudov, 2013[@bb13]). In each case, we fixed all detector parameters so that the detector maintained the geometry from the static refinement step. For data set 1 a significant drift of the beam centre was observed. We enabled scan-varying refinement of both beam direction angles μ~1~ and μ~2~ in the nomenclature of Waterman *et al.* (2016[@bb65]). Remarkably, the simplest model consisting of two refineable sub­parameters for each angle resulted in the best merged data set, rather than models with more subparameters that are smoothed less in order to track higher frequency changes to the beam drift. Scan-varying refinement of the beam was tested for each of the other data sets. For two cases, data set 4 and data set 5, merging statistics favoured static refinement of the beam direction. In the other cases, the simple two-subparameter model for each beam angle was used. For each data set, the three crystal orientation 'misset' angles were refined in a scan-varying manner, using default smoother parameters. A scan-varying unit cell was refined for each case, except for data sets 3, 4 and 6, for which refining a global, static cell stabilized refinement and produced better merging statistics. Further details of the diffraction geometry modelling for each data set are given in Table 1[▸](#table1){ref-type="table"}.

2.8.. Diagnostics for problematic diffraction geometry refinement   {#sec2.8}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

§§[](#sec2.6){ref-type="sec"}2.6 and [](#sec2.7){ref-type="sec"}2.7 describe parameters that need to be adjusted in difficult cases. To date, even electron diffraction data sets from standard proteins may be found to be difficult (Clabbers *et al.*, 2017[@bb7]; Hattne *et al.*, 2015[@bb20]). At this early development stage, diagnostic tools are important for fine-tuning parameters. The program *dials.refine* provides some facilities for investigating the main issue that we have identified, namely the high level of correlation between the effects of different parameters on the model. This information is contained within the Jacobian matrix built up as part of each step taken by the nonlinear least-squares optimization algorithm. In this section, we present two diagnostics based on analysis of the Jacobian matrix and pick out the salient differences that occur simply as a feature of the refinement of geometry at the very short wavelength typical for electron diffraction.

Each step of the nonlinear least-squares problem is expressed as a linearized subproblem of the form

By convention, the three-dimensional observations are split so that **Δr**, the vector of residuals, contains first the (*X* − *X* ~o~) components, followed by the (*Y* − *Y* ~o~) components and finally the (φ − φ~o~) values. **J**, the Jacobian matrix of first partial derivatives of the residuals with respect to each parameter of the problem, is thus similarly formed in blocks, with the upper third of the matrix corresponding to ∂*X*/∂*p* values, the second to ∂*Y*/∂*p* and the lower third to ∂φ/∂*p*. The vector **Δp** is the parameter shift vector to be determined for the step.

The first diagnostic consists of graphical 'corrgrams', which are a way of rapidly assessing correlations between the parameters of refinement in a visual manner. The data represented by a corrgram consist of the matrix of pairwise correlation values calculated between columns of the Jacobian. Since its introduction, described in Waterman *et al.* (2016[@bb65]), this diagnostic has been improved. Rather than calculating a single corrgram using correlation between each full column of the Jacobian, the three-dimensional nature of the centroid data is respected and three corrgrams are produced: one for each of the blocks of the Jacobian, corresponding to the dimensions *X*, *Y* and φ. These separate figures are more appropriate for assessing the levels of correlations between parameters implied by the data, whereas a single corrgram can obscure these features. This is because the derivatives of calculated centroid positions with respect to some parameter ∂*X*/∂*p*, ∂*Y*/∂*p* and ∂φ/∂*p* come from different distributions and thus should not be combined in a meaningful calculation of correlation.

While the corrgram diagnostic qualitatively identifies which parameters are the least distinguishable from each other, it might still not give a clear indication of which refinement cases will actually cause problems. Certain correlations are high anyway even in unproblematic cases. For this reason we also investigated an alternative, quantitative, diagnostic with a simpler interpretation, namely the condition number of the Jacobian matrix **J**. This provides a measure of how well posed the subproblem given by (3)[](#fd3){ref-type="disp-formula"} is, but does not pick out which parameters are culpable. A condition number κ(**J**) of infinity means that **J** is singular, while a finite value of κ(**J**) gives a bound on the accuracy of the solution to (3)[](#fd3){ref-type="disp-formula"}.

The Jacobian used to calculate both the corrgram and the condition-number diagnostics does not include any additional blocks related to pseudo-observations that may be used as restraints in refinement. For this reason, it should be noted that the diagnostics give information about the underlying degeneracy of parameters determined only by the geometry of the problem, not including the effects of modifications to the problem that may have been introduced to improve the robustness of the procedure. Similarly, the diagnostics inform us directly about properties of the normal equations of the Gauss--Newton problem implied by (3)[](#fd3){ref-type="disp-formula"} rather than the modified normal equations of the Levenberg--Marquardt algorithm that is typically in fact used to find the solution. This ensures that these diagnostics can be used to warn us of problems with the setup of the diffraction geometry refinement itself, without conflation with factors relating to implementation details of the algorithm used to perform the optimization.

To investigate the difficulties faced with refinement problems that are solely a result of the electron diffraction geometry, we elected to perform refinement against simulated data. In this way, we could compare two refinement procedures using an identical crystal model, beam direction and rotation axis, while altering the wavelength and detector distance to match typical values for electron diffraction in one case and X-ray diffraction in the other. Details of how the simulated data were constructed are presented in the Supporting Information. Refinement was performed for the same sets of reflections with both versions of the geometry, using default settings in *dials.refine*. In each case 13 parameters were refined in total: six to describe the detector position and orientation, one beam orientation angle, three crystal orientation angles and three reciprocal metrical matrix elements for the unit cell. For the final step of refinement prior to termination at r.m.s.d. convergence, corrgrams were produced and the condition number calculated for comparisons.

The complete two sets of three corrgrams are shown in Supplementary Fig. S1. The pattern of high correlations between parameters that affect the predicted reflection positions (*X*, *Y*) on the detector plane are similar in the cases of electron and X-ray diffraction geometries. However, in general, the absolute values of correlations are higher for the electron diffraction geometry. The most striking difference between the two cases is shown on the corrgram for the parameters that affect the predicted rotation angle φ~c~. None of the detector parameters affect φ~c~, so only the beam and crystal parameters are of interest. The relevant subset of the corrgram is reproduced in Fig. 4[▸](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}. This figure shows that absolute correlations between certain parameters are high in either case, but that the electron diffraction geometry shows increased absolute correlations between φ~3~, the crystal orientation around the *Z* axis, and other parameters. In general, absolute correlations are smallest between the parameter *g* ^∗^ ~11~, here corresponding to the short axis of the cell, and other parameters for either version of the geometry. For this data set, the short cell axis was aligned closest to the rotation axis. As a result, this dimension is relatively well determined by centroid data from images throughout the data set. However, even for this parameter the electron diffraction geometry produces larger absolute correlations with other parameters, except one, *g* ^∗^ ~33~, which parameterizes the long axis of the cell. Detailed interpretation of these plots is difficult and requires complete knowledge of the definitions of each of the parameters, including the directions about which they are defined and the order in which they act to compose the final model. Broadly, however, we can immediately see a pattern of greater magnitude correlations for the electron diffraction case and would expect a correspondingly more challenging refinement problem.

The second diagnostic provides a measure to quantify this effect. The condition number at the final step of refinement for the electron diffraction geometry κ(**J** ~ED~) ≃ 8 × 10^5^, while for the X-ray diffraction geometry κ(**J** ~MX~) ≃ 2 × 10^3^. This clearly indicates that the electron diffraction geometry presents a considerably less well posed problem for refinement. With the simulated data we jointly refined 13 parameters simultaneously; however, for the processing of the seven real example data sets we fixed the detector distance, τ~2~ and τ~3~ parameters to stabilize refinement and avoid the cell volume drifting away from reasonable values. The condition number quantifies this stabilization. When the same parameters are fixed during refinement of the electron diffraction geometry against simulated data this reduces to κ(**J** ~ED~) ≃ 8 × 10^3^, a two order-of-magnitude improvement of the problem condition.

The diagnostics presented here can help to design protocols for successful diffraction geometry modelling in difficult cases. However, there is much variation between data sets, and not yet enough experience to allow generalization or automated selection of an optimal protocol. For the example data sets, the best procedure we found was to rely on careful, independent calibration of distance and fix that during refinement. Other parameters were additionally fixed for individual cases. Small errors in the cell can be tolerated for the purposes of integration and improved later at the stage of model refinement.

2.9.. Integration and data reduction   {#sec2.9}
--------------------------------------

Following global modelling of an experiment using *dials.refine*, data are integrated with *dials.integrate*. No special options are required for integrating electron diffraction data. For the examples we specified options only to run multiple processes in parallel and to specify resolution limits within which all spots will be predicted for integration. The integrated data sets were then exported to MTZ format using *dials.export* and combined by *POINTLESS* (Evans, 2006[@bb12]) for scaling and merging together with *AIMLESS* (Evans & Murshudov, 2013[@bb13]). This procedure included a reindexing step to convert the orthorhombic cell used for integration, with *a* \< *b* \< *c*, to the conventional space group *P*2~1~2~1~2. Merging statistics are summarized in Table 2[▸](#table2){ref-type="table"}, while Supplementary Table S1 summarizes statistics for data sets scaled individually.

2.10.. Structure solution and refinement   {#sec2.10}
------------------------------------------

The structure was determined as described in Clabbers *et al.* (2017[@bb7]), with the exception of using the intensities for molecular replacement in *Phaser* (McCoy *et al.*, 2007[@bb45]; Read & McCoy, 2016[@bb54]), and with the additional step of refining the lattice in *REFMAC*5 (Murshudov *et al.*, 2011). Lattice refinement allows the unit cell to be refined by a single scaling factor independent of the sample-to-detector distance, thus removing the ambiguity between detector distance and lattice parameters. The newly found unit cell was then used for subsequent structure refinement and validation (Murshudov *et al.*, 2011[@bb47]; Joosten *et al.*, 2014[@bb35]; Luebben & Gruene, 2015[@bb44]).

3.. Discussion and conclusions   {#sec3}
================================

Electron diffraction from three-dimensional crystals has recently been used to solve the structures of macromolecules such as proteins. Previous authors have shown that where data are collected using the rotation method, as is standard in X-ray crystallography, data-processing software such as *MOSFLM* and *XDS* can be employed to successfully integrate the Bragg peaks. Here, we show that the *DIALS* package, with appropriate adaptations, is also a viable alternative, even for difficult data sets with problematic features such as distortions caused by microscope lens systems and drift of the direct beam position. A set of seven example data sets was successfully processed using *DIALS*, and the specific decisions required at each step are described in detail. The quality of data integrated with *DIALS* is very similar to what could be achieved with *XDS* (Clabbers *et al.*, 2017[@bb7]).

A major focus of the *DIALS* software is the global modelling of an experiment. The experimental geometry is optimized using all available data. Where components such as the crystal or the beam are expected to change during the course of the experiment, these changes are described using smoothly varying parameterizations, avoiding discontinuities in the model and stabilizing the refinement procedure. Other aspects of interest in global experiment modelling include unit-cell restraints and refinement diagnostics, which enable an exploration of the effects of different parameterizations on refinement stability. A demonstration using simulated data shows that problematic refinement is caused to a significant level simply by the short wavelength and large effective detector distance of electron diffraction experiments, even before additional factors such as instrumental instabilities are considered.

Besides errors occurring from instrumentation, there are additional issues specific to electron crystallography that will need to be addressed. The measured kinematic signal in ED is obscured by inelastic, dynamic and mixed multiple scattering events (Dorset, 1995[@bb11]; Zou *et al.*, 2011[@bb73]; Clabbers & Abrahams, 2018[@bb6]). Zero-loss energy filtering is an instrumental solution to this problem that can filter out most of the inelastically scattered electrons, reducing the diffuse background and sharpening Bragg peaks (Yonekura *et al.*, 2002[@bb70]). This should improve the accuracy of the intensity estimations from the recorded three-dimensional spot profiles. However, it is not possible to discriminate between kinematic and dynamic scattering energetically. On average, dynamic scattering increases the intensity of weak spots, which become stronger, and the stronger spots become weaker (Weirich *et al.*, 2000[@bb67]). This directly affects the measured intensities, which form the basis for any further structure determination. These adverse effects are currently not taken into account during data integration.

Electron diffraction of macromolecular crystals is still developing and is confronting crystallographers with new and sometimes unexpected problems. The extensive diagnostics offered by *DIALS*, in terms of corrgrams and its user-friendly, interactive tools for visual inspection of data and parameters, should help in identifying and solving the new challenges specific to optimally integrating electron diffraction data. The toolkit design philosophy of the software, including an extensible image-format reading system and permissive open-source licencing, lowers the barrier to entry for use and future development by scientists interested in this technique.
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======================

Supplementary methods, figure and table.. DOI: [10.1107/S2059798318007726/rr5161sup1.pdf](https://doi.org/10.1107/S2059798318007726/rr5161sup1.pdf)

As the diffraction angle θ→0, arctan(θ) ≃ arcsin(θ) ≃ θ. Substituting this into Bragg's law and the geometry of the diffraction (where *D* is the detector distance and *r* is the distance between the central beam position and a Bragg spot with resolution *d*) results in *D*/*r* = *d*/λ; with *r* and λ known, *d* and *D* are linearly correlated.

Many of the developments made to adapt *DIALS* for electron diffraction data processing followed discussions held at the 3D Electron Crystallography of Macromolecular Compounds workshop at the Paul Scherrer Institute in 2017. We thank the participants at that workshop for their intellectual generosity and open spirit of collaboration. We also thank Oleg Kovalevskiy for discussions on lattice refinement in *REFMAC*5.

The following options were written to a file which was passed to *dials.import* in order to override the initial model for experimental geometry of the example data set 1:

Unit-cell restraints to an external target cell were created for data set 6 of the example set by writing the following lines to a file and passing this in at the *dials.index* and *dials.refine* steps:

The correct format for these PHIL files may be explored interactively using command-line switches for *DIALS* programs. For example, the command `dials.import -c -a2 -e2` will show all configuration options for this program along with types and help strings up to an 'expert level' of 2.

![A diffraction image from data set 1 is shown using *dials.image_viewer*. The four quads have independent geometry, such that they are not forced to align on a single pixel grid. The upper inset panel shows a zoomed region of the upper left quad where a clear row of diffraction spots is visible. The middle inset panel shows the 'threshold' image with default spot-finding settings, which indicates which pixels will be marked as strong during the spot-finding procedure. The lower inset panel shows the same region after spot-finding settings were adjusted for this data set. In this case, this amounted to setting `gain=0.833`, `sigma_strong=1.0` and `global_threshold=1` as command-line options for the *dials.find_spots* program. The detector gain of 3.0 determined by the format class is already applied before the spot-finding operation; hence the spot-finding gain acts as a multiplier for this value.](d-74-00506-fig1){#fig1}

![The Ewald constructions for the electron diffraction and X-ray cases are compared. The cross-hatched circle represents a reciprocal lattice within a limiting sphere of 1 Å resolution. The Ewald sphere for 12 keV X-rays with a wavelength of 1.0332 Å is represented as a complete circle, with the scattering vector **s** ~1~ drawn at the 1 Å limit, forming an angle of 2θ~X~ = 62.2° from the incident beam direction along **s** ~0~. At this scale, the Ewald sphere for 200 keV electrons, with a wavelength of 0.02508 Å, cannot be shown as a complete circle as it has a radius over 40 times greater. The equivalent scattering vector **s** ~1~ for 1 Å diffraction forms an angle of only 2θ~e~ = 1.44° from the incident beam direction. It is worth noting that the reciprocal lattice is sampled along an almost planar surface, implying that data from a single image contain no information about the reciprocal-lattice dimension in the direction along the incident beam.](d-74-00506-fig2){#fig2}

![Five reciprocal-lattice points are shown (in black and labelled) along the *a* ^∗^ axis for a crystal with unit-cell dimension *a* = 10 Å. Arcs representing the surface of the Ewald sphere with a typical X-ray wavelength of λ = 1.0332 Å intersect these points at rotation angles between 15.0° for *h* = 1 and 27.0° for *h* = 5, where rotations are assumed to be clockwise from vertical in the plane of the figure. If the modelled rotation axis is inverted then φ centroids of observed spots would be mapped onto Ewald spheres rotated between −15.0 and −27.0°, resulting in a distinct curvature to the reconstructed reciprocal lattice (points shown in blue). In the case of electron diffraction at λ = 0.02508 Å the spots are observed almost simultaneously at rotation angles between 12.1 and 12.4°. For clarity a single Ewald arc is shown for *h* = 3. If the assumed axis is inverted then φ centroids between −12.1 and −12.4° still result in almost a straight line (points shown in green). It is therefore difficult to determine the correct direction of rotation from the appearance of the reconstructed reciprocal lattice alone.](d-74-00506-fig3){#fig3}

![Geometry refinement against simulated data was performed assuming either typical electron diffraction geometry or X-ray diffraction geometry, as described in the text. Corrgrams were produced for the final step of refinement to provide immediate visual feedback regarding correlations between the effects of refined parameters on the model. The colours and areas of the circles are related to the values of the correlation coefficient, with large blue circles indicating strong correlation and large red circles indicating strong anticorrelation. This plot shows the correlation between the effects of different parameters on the angular residuals (φ − φ~o~), with the refined detector parameters excluded from the plots as they have no effect on the φ residuals. The parameter labels are as defined in Waterman *et al.* (2016[@bb65]). The upper panel shows the corrgram for the electron diffraction geometry and the lower panel shows the equivalent corrgram for the X-ray diffraction geometry.](d-74-00506-fig4){#fig4}

###### Details relevant to the modelling of diffraction geometry are collated here for the seven example data sets

  ---------------------------------------------------------- -------------- -------------- -------------- ------------- ------------- -------------- --------------
  Data set                                                   1              2              3              4             5             6              7
  Detector distance (mm)                                     1890           2055           2055           2055          2055          2055           2055
  Distortion correction                                      No             Yes            Yes            Yes           Yes           Yes            Yes
  No. of images                                              503            263            587            419           422           421            421
  Image width (°)                                            0.076          0.1615         0.0344         0.0481        0.0481        0.0481         0.0481
  No. of indexed spots                                       1624           1239           218            598           634           174            211
  Condition number[†](#tfn1){ref-type="table-fn"} κ(**J**)   1.1 × 10^4^    9.2 × 10^3^    2.0 × 10^4^    2.7 × 10^4^   2.8 × 10^4^   1.1 × 10^4^    2.3 × 10^4^
  Static cell[‡](#tfn2){ref-type="table-fn"} (Å)                                                                                                     
    *a*                                                      31.967 (7)     32.127 (4)     31.56 (5)      32.36 (2)     31.841 (11)   31.70 (15)     31.63 (2)
    *b*                                                      69.41 (3)      68.59 (2)      65.0 (2)       67.25 (6)     65.81 (3)     65.6 (4)       69.08 (5)
    *c*                                                      104.62 (3)     104.875 (17)   106.4 (3)      105.71 (7)    103.2 (3)     106.7 (6)      104.07 (4)
  Average varying cell (Å)                                                                                                                           
    *a*                                                      32.0           32.2           31.5           ---           31.8          ---            31.7
    *b*                                                      68.3           68.5           67.1           ---           64.7          ---            68.8
    *c*                                                      105.1          104.9          104.2          ---           103.5         ---            104.1
  Beam centre                                                                                                                                        
   Panel ID                                                  2              0              0              0             0             0              0
    *X* (pixels)                                             485.4--487.7   420.4--420.9   400.5--400.6   428.0         406.3         405.5--406.0   399.1--399.2
    *Y* (pixels)                                             1.7--2.5       478.8--478.9   475.1--477.0   478.3         479.0         480.0--480.6   490.9--491.6
  Final r.m.s.d.                                                                                                                                     
    *X* (pixels)                                             0.93           0.42           0.94           0.67          0.53          0.65           0.51
    *Y* (pixels)                                             0.83           0.59           0.95           0.85          0.66          0.58           0.63
    *Z* (°)                                                  0.06           0.08           0.09           0.11          0.04          0.48           0.04
  ---------------------------------------------------------- -------------- -------------- -------------- ------------- ------------- -------------- --------------

The condition-number diagnostic is shown for the final step of static refinement.

Errors as reported by *dials.refine* refer to precision estimated by the least-squares refinement procedure and are not indicative of the accuracy of the unit cell. The unit cell for data set 6 was refined with a restraint to an external target.

###### Data-processing and refinement statistics for seven merged data sets

Values in parentheses are for the highest resolution shell.

  ------------------------------------------------------ --------------------------
  Data processing                                        
   Space group                                           *P*2~1~2~1~2
   Unit-cell parameters                                  
     *a*, *b*, *c* (Å)                                   104.57, 67.62, 31.87
    α, β, γ (°)                                          90.00, 90.00, 90.00
   Resolution[†](#tfn3){ref-type="table-fn"} (Å)         56.78--2.10 (2.16--2.10)
    *R* ~merge~                                          0.313 (0.460)
    *R* ~meas~                                           0.356 (0.574)
    *R* ~p.i.m.~                                         0.160 (0.337)
   No. of observations                                   31650 (1504)
   Completeness (%)                                      59.2 (51.5)
   Multiplicity                                          3.9 (2.7)
   〈*I*/σ(*I*)〉                                        3.0 (1.9)
   CC~1/2~ (%)                                           90.9 (62.6)
  Refinement                                             
   Space group                                           *P*2~1~2~1~2
   Unit-cell parameters[‡](#tfn4){ref-type="table-fn"}   
     *a*, *b*, *c* (Å)                                   104.45, 67.54, 31.84
    α, β, γ (°)                                          90.00, 90.00, 90.00
   Resolution (Å)                                        56.72--2.10
   No. of reflections                                    8143
    *R*1[§](#tfn5){ref-type="table-fn"} (%)              25.2
    *R* ~complete~ [¶](#tfn6){ref-type="table-fn"} (%)   29.2
   〈*B*〉 (Å^2^)                                        18.3
   R.m.s.*Z*, bond lengths                               0.48
   R.m.s.*Z*, bond angles                                0.72
   Ramachandran (favoured/allowed/outliers) (%)          97.6/2.0/0.4
  ------------------------------------------------------ --------------------------

Individual data sets 1--7 were truncated at CC~1/2~ ≥ 50% and 〈*I*/σ(*I*)〉 ≥ 1.0 (Diederichs & Karplus, 2013[@bb9]); the merged data set was limited to 2.1 Å resolution based on the model-refinement results.

Unit-cell dimensions after lattice-parameter refinement in *REFMAC*5 (Murshudov *et al.*, 2011[@bb47]).

*R*1 = , where the sum includes all data.

*R* ~complete~ is a robust validation method, especially in cases where the data completeness is limited, making use of all reflections (Brünger, 1997[@bb4]), and *R* ~work~ is thus equivalent to *R*1. *R* ~complete~ was calculated with a 0.2% test set size as described in Luebben & Gruene (2015[@bb44]) and Clabbers *et al.* (2017[@bb7]).
